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Homebuilt Wind Tunnel Research - Size

controls. Thus initially motivated, I began an intensive search for Flying Flea information, a search that eventually led to publications ... orthodox but simple devices that may have a tremendous sales potential. ..... former (temperature control). 
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By Al J. Testa (EAA 58091) 5752 Parapet Street Long Beach, California 90808



J. HROUGH CORRESPONDENCE with Jack Cox, I have been encouraged to share my continuing experience gained in researching and investigating Flying Flea aircraft characteristics with the use of my homebuilt wind tunnel.



The necessity of a wind tunnel was not realized at the beginning of researching the Flying Flea (Pou du Ciel)



Formula. Therefore, I wish to preface the events that led up to building the wind tunnel. I have been involved and employed in aviation totaling thirty-two years, however,



this project began about five years ago while I was browsing through "Janes All The World's Aircraft" reviewing the photographs and specifications written on Henri Mignet,



Mignet-Easton, Croses and Lederlin's "Lady Bug". I was particularly attracted by the specifications in the areas of short field take off and landing, no stall, no spin, large angles of descent during approach, and the fact that the



Flea fuselage remains relatively horizontal in all flight regimes by the use of variable wing incidence. A further



ftl



significant factor was the apparent simplicity of flight



controls. Thus initially motivated, I began an intensive search for Flying Flea information, a search that eventually led to publications and correspondents in France, England,



Photo 1 — Al Testa and the wind tunnel model of his Test-A-Tandem.



Japan, Central America, Australia, Canada, South America and the United States. The evidence I uncovered revealed the original Flying Flea was an unacceptable, unorthodox and controversial design. Much unfortunate publicity and fatalities had occurred in the beginning (1935), involving several untrained and undisciplined hopeful pilots. Upon receipt and assimilation of the Flying Flea data from enthusiasts and detractors of the design in these various countries, I was induced to search-out sound factual reasons why the original Mignet Flying Flea had acquired this regretable reputation. I accumulated all of the available data and categorized it



as either acceptable or unacceptable for aircraft application. These design decisions were based upon my personal knowledge and influenced by interested professional aeronautical engineers. My conclusions indicated a modified HM-293 type Flying Flea aircraft (model held by me in Photo 1) can become an acceptable general aviation type aircraft. This is what I aim to demonstrate after my Test-



A-Tandem is completely developed. (Continued on Next Page)



Photo 1a — Balance mechanism for measuring lift, drag and the pitching moment. SPORT AVIATION 25



WIND TUNNEL...



(Continued from Preceding Page)



In addition to obtaining magazine articles and first person accounts of Flea experiences, I made a concentrated effort to obtain certified flight test recordings and official U. S. and foreign wind tunnel reports. Briefly, each of the wind tunnel reports I received was incomplete. In particular, the U. S. Flight Test Evaluation by CAA, conducted in 1941, was discontinued and never resumed. As time passed, it became more difficult to obtain simulated or actual quantitative flight test data to encourage the progress of my research. The data I did receive was found to be conflicting and generally negative. My humble opinion may be a trifle premature, but if a current certified conventional type aircraft were subjected to the same "prove it to be wrong" inquisition inflicted on the Flea — as depicted by the wind tunnel and flight test reports — the spin characteristics alone would most likely "wash-out" the conventional type aircraft. It became obvious that the Flying Flea Formula had never been methodically test-flown to the maximum safe-flight conditions — in which case it may have exceeded expectations. I tend to become rather defensive now when I discuss the history of the Flying Flea development, but I have to strive to remain unbiased to achieve an intelligent objective when evaluating the acquired historical and current test data. At about this time I decided to construct a wind tunnel and a l/10th scale model of a modified version of the HM-293 airplane, which I call the "Test-ATandem". The purpose of the wind tunnel was to investigate and establish my own Test-A-Tandem flight characteristics since consistent quantitative data was found to be limited. Incidentally, I call it the Test-A-Tandem because a former associate of Mr. H. Mignet recommended that if I ever planned to redesign the HM-293 airplane, I should rename it. I thought this was an excellent suggestion for purposes of future recordings. Incidentally, I have established an extensive historical file on tandem wing aircraft. A general observation based on my research on past and present Flying Fleas is that there have been a lack of properly engineered and developed aircraft — except Mr. Lederlin's "Lady Bug". His aircraft reflects the excellent quality of his fabrication, assembly and installation drawings. I believe the factor which influenced me most to develop the Test-ATandem was the unorthodox features of the Flea — unorthodox but simple devices that may have a tremendous sales potential. I have engineered and incorporated into my full-scale airplane the control features that will definitely improve crosswind take off/landings, longitudinal and directional stability characteristics. However, the purpose of this article is to report on my progress with the Test-A-Tandem scale model testing in my homebuilt wind tunnel. I wish to reiterate, the purpose of designing the wind tunnel was to acquire quantitative and repetitive test data for the model under test with a minimum of power consumption (especially now) and at the least possible overall costs. The aerodynamic conditions for the scale model tests are normally determined by considering the expected dynamical similarity with flow around the fullscale airplane. In practice however, the power required to operate the tunnel and the cost of the tunnel often make it impossible to achieve complete dynamical similarity responses, so in order to proceed, a compromise is necessary. It is seldom possible to reproduce the exact conditions and reaction of the full-scale airplane precisely. Thus, it is very important to effectively plan the critical test conditions and runs that must be explored. These basic and oversimplified rules for wind tunnel simulation will most likely produce representative data for design application to your "dream" airplane a few years in advance of the "maiden" flight. 26 APRIL 1974



WIND TUNNEL COMPONENTS



The wind tunnel and measuring instruments were



fabricated from construction materials purchased at the Douglas Aircraft Salvage Store. The electric motor was donated by an aircraft designer and manufacturer. The tunnel testing instruments consist of the balance, water micro-manometer, dynamic and static pressure sensors, anemometer and paddle, egg-crate airstream straightener, weight scale (ounces), lead shot (2 pounds), 15 ampere variable auto-transformer to regulate the motor rpm (airstream velocity) and a smoke generator and rake to provide visual airstream of flow patterns. WIND TUNNEL USE AND OPERATION



The balance shown in Photo la is designed to measure lift, drag, and the pitching moment as a function of the angle-of-attack and wind velocity. The airplane model is suspended on the lift scale support in the center of the tunnel throat as shown in Photo 3. The model support and pointer are placed on the desired angle-of-attack protractor located at the bottom end of the lift support. The model is balanced by means of the rider so that the lift scale pointer indicates zero (no wind) on the lift scale. Now the wind is allowed to flow about the model. Under these conditions it will have a definite lift indicated by the pointer moving up (airplane being lifted by tunnel wind). An equivalent lift is determined by the weight added to the balance pan to return the lift pointer to zero on the lift scale. The fan is stopped and the model is balanced again with the rider for each discrete model configuration and/or attitude/velocity change. Knowing the area of the model, record micromanometer indication (inches of water), weight in pan, and the rho (air density), the CL for this run can be easily calculated. This balance procedure is similar in each case. The basic formula to compute the coefficient of lift (C L )is: C L = L (weight in pan)
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Lift Weight (oz.) .00238 (SLUGS/FT.3) Velocity (FT./sec.) Wing Area (FT.2) Drag Weight (oz.)



Photo 1b — 1.5 hp electric motor and direct drive, fourbladed, 28 inch diameter fan used to supply the airflow through the tunnel. The fan can produce a wind velocity of around 40 mph. .. .



The C [ becomes one point of which several are derived and plotted to formulate the lift characteristic for one specific aircraft configuration. One of a family of lift



characteristic curves is described in Figure 1. For purposes of relative comparison the lift characteristic curve of a popular conventional take off and landing (CTOL) type small general aviation aircraft is superimposed. A significant performance factor is illustrated by



the fact that the CTOL C L maximum falls off at 20 degrees angle of attack and the Test-A-Tandem (two wings) has not indicated a negative slope at 40 degrees. This indicates the stall-proof tendency due to the "slot effect" of the two wings in positive staggered tandem, causing an increasing velocity of the laminar flow over the rear wing resulting in increasing lifting power of the rear wing. A



descending (mushing effect) takes place eventually, but the powerful rear wing aids controllability until the par-



tially stalled front wing allows the nose of the aircraft



to drop and regain horizontal flight without entering a common spin. One of the most critical aerodynamic studies being conducted today by the NASA with CTOL aircraft involves finding ways to reduce stall/spin characteristics. A properly designed tandem wing would undoubtedly show up quite favorably in these studies. The principle of the drag scale is the same as the lift instrument. The technique of supporting, zeroing, air flowing, rezeroing and recording is identical to the lift



Photo 1c — Overview of the Testa wind tunnel at work.



scale procedure. The basic formula to compute the coefficient of drag ( C j j i is: CD = D (weight in pan)
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2 The CD becomes one point of which several are derived and plotted to formulate the drag characteristic for one specific airplane configuration. One of a family of drag characteristic curves is described in Figure 2. The balance of the pitching moment scale differs slightly from the lift and drag balance procedures. The model is suspended from the lift support located at the wing's quarter chord/center-of-gravity and also suspended and balanced when the pitching moment pointer indicates zero on the pitching moment scale. This is accomplished by sliding the telescopic pitching moment support between the tip of the vertical fin and the pitching moment hinge point. It must be observed that the lift scale pointer must be rebalanced each time until both the pitching and lift scales indicate zero when no wind is blowing through the tunnel. As the wind is allowed to flow about the model and weight is added in both the pitch and lift balance pans a correct amount is necessary to return the pointers to their initial indication of zero which indicates the pitching moment run is balanced. The shot is weighed and recorded and becomes the pitching moment value about the airplane center-of-gravity. The moment value obtained is the difference between the moment arms times the weight in the pitch scale pan minus the weight in the lift scale pan. The lift support is



Photo 2 — Homebuilt micromanometer.



perpendicular to the airplane model center-of-gravity thus, no moment arm exists, only a vertical force. The



basic formula to compute the moment coefficient (CM.)



is:



C M = M (weight in pan) P



V2



C



M = Moment (weight oz.) C = Avg. Chord



The C\] becomes one point of which several are obtained and plotted as nose-up or down as a function of in(Continued on Next Page)



Photo 3 — View through the exit end of the tunnel. The eggcrate air straightener and balance mechanism are SPORT AV.AT.ON 27



MICRO-MANOMETER



WIND TUNNEL. ..



(Continued from Preceding Page)



creasing C[, These points describe a pitching moment characteristic curve for one specific airplane configuration. Such a curve is described in Figure 3. The comparable CTOL characteristically reflects the aircraft nosedown attitude (a prelude to spin), whereby the Test-ATandem indicates a forward oscillatory flight path. Incidentally, the tunnel test procedures require the TestA-Tandem wings be tested at several wing incidence angles for purposes of control testing, but unlike the fixed cowl CTOL, maintaining the incidence angle of the front wing between zero and plus 6 degrees with the capability of adjusting the incidence of the rear wing, the optimum



configuration is achieved. Such a control capability prevents most inherent stall characteristics. This feature can become most useful during power-off landings. The method of computing the ratio of lift to drag (L/D)



is to use the available C[ and CQ coefficients previously computed. The L/D is plotted as a function of angle of attack. The L/D characteristic curve is described in



The homebuilt micromanometer is shown in Photo 2. It measures the wind velocity by sensing the dynamic and static pressures through the tubes located upstream of the test section and downstream of the air straightener inside the tunnel. The sensing tubes are connected to their respective manometer inputs by plastic tubing shown in Photo 3. The micrometer was designed to provide greater sensitivity, greater accuracy and readability for a low-speed tunnel. This improved readability was accomplished by inclining the glass tube 15 degrees to



amplify the increase/decrease of water column movement in response to airstream pressure changes. The indicated



tube scale is graduated in inches and when the wind



velocity is stabilized the column of water remains relatively stationary while read by the operator. This value in inches of water is multiplied by the sine of 15 degrees of 0.25882 to determine the vertical height of the water column. This product is then referred to in any conversion chart of velocities of air for various pressure heads.



Figure 4. The comparable CTOL curve reflects approxi-



mately 12 percent less glide ratio which may also be



equated into lack of airplane efficiency in terms of reduced range. The method of computing the center-of-pressure (CP)



is to use the available CM and d, coefficients previously computed. The CP is computed and solved by the basic formula:



raj



CP = (0.25 — C M ) 100



The result is represented in per cent from the leading edge of the forward wing to the trailing edge of the aft



wing, i.e., chordwise as a function of angle-of-attack. The characteristic curve is described in Figure 5. The



curve shown is characteristically similar to the CTOL curve, but unlike the fixed wing CTOL, which is unable to maintain the airfoil CP relatively coincident with the airplane center-of-gravity, the CP of the Test-A- Tandem CP can be controlled and relocated without changing the



fuselage attitude change necessary to regain the maximum L/D means a transient loss of efficiency and controllability.
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Powerstat



control



WIND TUNNEL COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS



The homebuilt wind tunnel described in Use and Operation is capable of producing a velocity of 40 plus



mph. The power is supplied by a 1.5 hp electrical motor



shown in Photo lb which turns a direct drive, 4 bladed, 28 inch diameter homemade fan. The air flow input chamber



to the fan is 4.9 FT.2 and the tunnel exit is 2.2 FT.2. Upstream of the test model is an .020 aluminum eggcrate airstream straightener. The interior tunnel surface is



waxed fiber-glass sheet and the exterior wall surfaces are painted presswood supported by a wood skeleton framework. The top and side of the model test chamber is Plexiglas to provide a means for visual and photographic access. The overall size of the tunnel is 120 inches long by 30 inches wide by 33 inches high. The test chamber is 24 inches long by 29 inches wide by 14 inches high. The overview of the complete tunnel, ready for operation, is shown in Photo Ic. The tunnel is supported by a bench fitted with castors to roll the tunnel in and out of the garage to conduct testing. Electric power is provided by a 25 foot cord to a master power switch and distributed to an auxiliary smoke generator switch. Each of the associated and related instruments that facilitate the output of dynamical data warrant a brief description. APRIL 1974



for



varying wind velocity in the tunnel.



Photo 5 — Smoke generator.



ANEMOMETER



The homebuilt anemometer measures the wind velocity by the wind pressure striking the flat-plate paddle seen on right side of test chamber in Photo 3. The paddle is coaxial to the external indicating pointer connected to the paddle through the tunnel wall. This instrument indicates free flow velocity on a graduated (nonlinear) mph scale on the outside wall of the tunnel. The indication is used for gross setting of wind velocity by rotating the powerstat control wheel shown in Photo 4. Incidentally, I calibrated the tunnel velocity characteristic by determining the drag of a flat plate and using the drag procedure previously described.
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Homebuilt Wind Tunnel Research 

HM-293 type Flying Flea aircraft (model held by me in. Photo 1) can become an ... methodically test-flown to the maximum safe-flight con- ditions â€” in which ..... thicknesses, cambered to a design lift coefficient of 0.4 R.9 x 10'. Figure 2 (From: 










 








Wind Tunnel 

with the positions of the major masses, ... weight and balance calculations to come. The initial ... major masses, both airplane components and useful load items.










 








Wind Tunnel 

the next few months, we will consider all of these, but for this month we will start with cruise performance. ... wing and AR is the wing aspect ratio. Optimum Lift ...










 








Wind Tunnel 

(Photo: Marostegui [CC BY-SA 3.0 ... more limited because the higher CLmax ... ultralights combine very large wings with highly cambered airfoils. Because.










 








Wind Tunnel 

S = Wing area in square feet. P = Engine rated power in horsepower Ïƒ = Atmospheric density ratio. (1.0 at sea level). Total takeoff distance over a 50-foot.










 








Wind tunnel.. - NACA Reports 

span models" ri'hese tests (unpublished) provided a sys- .... A summary of information for convenience in locating the data is presented. .... I The drug I of a flap ...










 








The Wind Egg: Wind Tunnel World 

l'Université de Zurich, dirigé par le Prof. Florian Dombois et soutenu par la Swiss National Science. Foundation ; Clara Herrmann et l'académie Schloss Solitude ...










 








The Wind Egg: Wind Egg Incubation Wind Tunnel 

tale de la soufflerie aéro-acoustique L2B de l'Institut von Karman. Le vent transportant le son d'une maman vautour a pénétré la surface de l'œuf. Le résultat.










 








Painting Your Homebuilt - Size 

Some Thoughts About Color. Before deciding on the paint scheme, you should first select a color or colors to use. Maybe you have a "favorite color." Even so, it.










 








Homebuilt aircraft i.. - Size 

Feb 26, 1985 - windshield bow (frame) or a hand grip built into the ... Painting the canopy glass on the in- ... in the top of the glareshield (windshield.










 








Designing Your Homebuilt - Size 

weekends to playing golf, or any other hobby he cares to .... ventional" configurations, meaning one wing in front and .... want (in knots) and the gross weight.










 








Comparison of CFD and wind tunnel aerodynamic 

Vincent G. Chapin ... the relevance and wide potential of advanced numerical ... Pages sailing s Î²h leeway angle Î²a + Î²h wind/water angle in. C sail chord ... Following this principle, more and more sophisticated computational methods are more and










 








Avionics For Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

(Part 1). During the Golden Age of Aviation, when most airplanes performed about the way our modern "low 'n slow" ones do .... standard "form factor" for Terra radios is a couple of ..... Apollo Flybuddy Plus your life not .... wing leveler (opt.).










 








Gliding Parachute in Wind Tunnel - kchalot.com 

Experimental and Theoretical Approaches. Jean-Pierre Tribot,. FrÃ©deric Chalot,. Marc Rapuc. Dassault Aviation, Saint-Cloud, F. Gilbert Durand. Centre National ...










 








About Little Wind Tunnels - Size 

Because they are so small, pressures in a little wind tunnel are measured with inclined manometer tubes. I use clear plastic tubing, taped to a dimestore ruler, in-.










 








Antenna Considerations For Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

Coaxial cable is generally used to connect both com- munication and navigational antennas to the radio equip- ment. RG 8/U, .405 in. diameter, or RG 58A/U, ...










 








A Bubble Canopy for Your Homebuilt - Size 

I finally worked up the courage to tackle this project. Actually, Linn deserves the credit for this report since, for the most part, ... a neoprene or rubber gasket seal, then a second sheet of. % in. plywood .... cost me less than $8.00. The finishe










 








Fuel Systems For Homebuilt Airplanes - Size 

gonomic practices, fuel selector valves being the most prominent. It is abso- lutely amazing ... which is such a good "teapot" for boiling fuel. When the .... sump drains they become unneces- sary, or at best .... 1 watt). This resistor limits the po










 








Fuel Systems for Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

are attributed to carburetor ice. The solution to this problem is a fuel re- ..... the CAFE Foundation Research Mooney M20E. header tank because it vibratesâ€”.










 








Muscle For Your Homebuilt Autopilot - Size 

the full travel of the manual controls so as not to re- strict travel which might ..... diameter holes and then using a hand grinder to provide a fairly smooth surface .... instructions on how the system works and how to build, install and operate it










 








Models For Test and Designing Homebuilt - Size 

evaluate any aircraft design is to build an accurate model and test it in a variety of ways. Test procedures can be very simple or ... model; maybe a simple hand launched profile scale model .... auxiliary functions like retractable land- ing gears .










 








Testing Your Homebuilt Pitot-Statics - Size 

a tube placed in the airstream and carried to the airspeed indicator with tubing. ... to supply the free air ambient pressure to the instruments. That would be-easy if the ... The test procedures presented here require no elaborate equipment, and ...










 








Selecting A Homebuilt Design - Part 2: The Building Situation - Size 

f\r\ airplane project actually consists ..... Plan the framing 16" or 24" on center, to use normal fiberglass insulation. ... a couple of 25 foot extension cords with.










 








Selecting A Homebuilt Design - Part 3 The Airplane - Size 

surfaces and components scratch and burr free. By the same ... they have so many tiny parts that need to be glued .... Polypropylene sheeting comes in handy in ...
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